
 

Nixa Clock Replace Hands with LED Lights 

 

This new clock from Nixa is the perfect solution for all those times you wake up in the middle of 

the night. If you find yourself wondering what time it is, you’re unlikely to be able to see the 

clock on the wall.  

Nixa’s design uses colorful lights with each separate dial of the clock dedicated to hours, minutes 

and seconds. However, it may take a bit longer than a normal clock for your bleary eyes to read! 

To make the lights really stand out, they’re covered with translucent 3D printed covers. The 

design was printed using Z-GLASS material from Zortrax. 

The device runs on an Arduino microcontroller that was programmed to the right time. The 

whole mechanism is connected with the wires and supplied with energy by six AA batteries — 

nice and simple! 

How was the Nixa Clock Made? 

Nixa found that by 3D printing the display, it was easy to bring the idea quickly into reality. 

Firstly, they used a modeling program to design the clock. They then imported it into Z-SUITE 

slicing software, and the hard work was finished. 

https://zortrax.com/


Thanks to 3D printing, the team didn’t need to search for matching parts to fit the clock. All they 

needed to do was print out exactly what they required. 

After just a couple of hours of 3D printing, all of the matching pieces for the model were ready. 

They began assembling the clock before programming it to tell time. 

If you’re entranced by the beautiful clock, you can find out how to make your own by visiting 

the Zortrax Library. Here you will find details for how to program the clock in the detailed 

Manual. 

This original decoration may be perfect for your home, and will certainly help you tell the time 

in the middle of the night. Let us know what you think of it in the comments. 

https://all3dp.com/nixa-clock-zortrax/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_campaign=0e99e7788a-

Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_9dffeeddae-0e99e7788a-375717825 
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